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Automatic Tuning of Denoising Algorithms
Parameters without Ground Truth

Arthur Floquet, Sayantan Dutta, Member, IEEE, Emmanuel Soubies,
Duong-Hung Pham, Member, IEEE, and Denis Kouame, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Denoising is omnipresent in image processing. It is
usually addressed with algorithms relying on a set of hyperpa-
rameters that control the quality of the recovered image. Manual
tuning of those parameters can be a daunting task, which calls for
the development of automatic tuning methods. Given a denoising
algorithm, the best set of parameters is the one that minimizes
the error between denoised and ground-truth images. Clearly,
this ideal approach is unrealistic, as the ground-truth images are
unknown in practice. In this work, we propose unsupervised cost
functions — i.e., that only require the noisy image — that allow
us to reach this ideal gold standard performance. Specifically,
the proposed approach makes it possible to obtain an average
PSNR output within less than 1% of the best achievable PSNR.

Index Terms—Bilevel optimization, Denoising, Hyper-
parameter tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOISE is inherent to any imaging device. It comes from
a variety of sources and is modeled in a variety of ways.

When considering additive noise, the corrupted measurements
y ∈ RN follow the model :

y = x+ n, (1)

with x ∈ RN the clean image we wish to recover, and
n ∈ RN the noise. Many denoising algorithms, denoted Aθ,
have been proposed to address this task and provide estimates
given by Aθ(y), e.g, [1]–[3], to cite few. The quality of
these estimates depends on the chosen parameters θ ∈ Rd.
In practice, however, manual tuning of these parameters is
far from being trivial, even for low numbers of parameters
such as two or three. As such, finding ways to automatically
tune these parameters is of major importance and constitutes
an active area of research. Most existing approaches use a
mapping Θλ : y 7→ θ, itself parameterized by λ ∈ Rd′

, that
maps an image and/or its features (e.g., noise level, noise type,
image dynamic, image content) to a set of parameters θ. The
best λ, i.e. λ∗, is found by minimizing the expectancy E of a
discrepancy measure L(·, ·) between the denoised images and
ground truth images:

λ∗ := arg min
λ∈Rd′

E
(x,y)

[L(AΘλ(y)(y),x)]. (2)

There are several possibilities to define Θλ with increasing
degree of sophistication:
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• Θλ is a constant mapping (i.e., Θλ(y) = θ ∈ Rd). Solv-
ing (2) then consists in finding a fixed set of parameters
θ such that, on average, the estimates are good, e.g, [4].

• Θλ is defined using features extracted from y. For in-
stance, Θλ(y) = λ1+λ2σ̂(y) where σ̂(y) is an estimator
of the noise variance. Here, solving (2) allows us to
learn a mapping Θλ that adjusts algorithm parameters
according to a known and predefined model, e.g, [5].

• Θλ is a neural network. In this case, solving (2) allows us
to learn a mapping Θλ that adjusts algorithm parameters
according to an unknown model, e.g, [6], [7]. This greater
flexibility comes at the price of a larger number of
parameters λ to learn.

Typically, all these methods require a dataset and work in a
supervised way. Since this is not always feasible, unsupervised
alternatives have been developed [8]–[11]. The main idea
behind these approaches is to define an unsupervised loss (i.e.,
that does not depend on x) achieving the same minimizers as
the supervised counterpart. Nevertheless, constructing Θλ and
finding λ remains challenging.

To discard the need of defining and training a mapping Θλ

on a dataset, one could directly fit θ on individual images y.
The ideal estimate would be:

x∗ := Aθ∗(y)

with θ∗ := arg min
θ∈Rd

C∗
y(θ) , C∗

y(θ) := L(Aθ(y),x).
(3)

Yet, this formulation is impractical as it requires knowing x
to obtain x∗. In the following, x∗ will be our gold standard,
that is, the best estimate we can expect for a given image
y and algorithm Aθ. For Gaussian noise, methods such as
the famous generalized cross-validation (GCV) [12] and its
variants or the Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [13],
which depends only on the noisy data, can be used in place of
the true mean-squared error (MSE). The SURE optimization
is, however, challenging in the general case and requires the
use of approximations [14] or Monte Carlo approaches [15]. It
is noteworthy to mention that other metrics that do not require
the reference image have also been proposed [16], [17].

Here, inspired by [8]–[11], we propose alternative unsuper-
vised cost functions Ĉ and inference schemes Î such that:

x∗ ≈ x̂ := Î(θ̂,y)
with θ̂ := arg min

θ∈Rd
Ĉy(θ).

(4)

Let us emphasize that the inference scheme in (4) is not
directly Aθ̂(y). Indeed, as detailed in Section II, the proposed
unsupervised cost functions may require adapting the inference
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scheme. As such, we will systematically specify both the cost
function and the inference scheme.

Remark 1: The use of the cost function C∗ could be avoided
in (3) and replaced with L directly. We write (3) this way to be
consistent with the following unsupervised cost functions Ĉ,
which don’t reduce to simple discrepancy measures between
two images. Moreover, we will use ·∗ and ·̂ for supervised and
unsupervised objects, respectively.

Paper Outline

The paper is structured as follows. The proposed method
is detailed in Section II. Then, in Section III, we deploy
our approach to tune the parameters of a recently published
denoiser [3] that can handle a variety of noise types. Finally,
discussions and conclusions are provided in Section IV.

II. METHOD

Let us start this section by restating the key difference
between our approach in Eq. (4) and the more standard one in
Eq. (2) (with its unsupervised counterparts [8]–[11]). Notably,
there is no training phase in (4). We don’t need to create and
train a mapping Θλ over a dataset that will then be used to
infer estimates on new data. Instead, our inference is done by
solving (4) directly for individual images y.

We also emphasize that our aim is not to build a new
denoiser, but an automatic way to select hyperparameters of a
given denoiser, using only the input noisy image. For illustra-
tion purposes, we use the DeQuIP algorithm [3] described in
Section II-C.

A. The Cost Functions and Inference Schemes Definition

We drew our inspiration from existing unsupervised learn-
ing methods. Instead of training a denoising neural network
f of parameters ω, say fω, on noisy-clean pairs (y,x),
Noise2Noise (N2N) [8] proposes to train it on pairs of noisy
images (y,y′) with y and y′ two noisy versions of the same
clean image x. Lehtinen et al. [8] showed that for several noise
types, L can be chosen accordingly so that:

argmin
ω

E
(y,y′)

L(fω(y),y′) = argmin
ω

E
(x,y)

L(fω(y),x). (5)

For example, if y,y′ are two corrupted versions of x with
independent additive zero-mean noise (i.e., y = x + n, y′ =
x + n′ with E[n] = E[n′] = 0), letting L be the quadratic
error leads to (5):

ω̂ := argmin
ω

E
(y,y′)

∥fω(y)− y′∥22

=argmin
ω

E
(y,x,n′)

∥fω(y)− x− n′∥22

=argmin
ω

E
(y,x,n′)

[
∥fω(y)− x∥22 − 2 ⟨fω(y)− x,n′⟩

]
=argmin

ω
E

(y,x)
∥fω(y)− x∥22 :=ω∗, (6)

where the expectation of the dot product cancels as E[n′] = 0,
and n and n′ (i.e., y and n′) are independent.

In practice, training is performed using a finite dataset
ΩI,J := {yj

i = xi + nj
i}

I,J
i,j=(1,1). This means that for

a noiseless image xi, J noisy versions are available, with
additive noises nj

i . As such, the true loss in (5) is replaced by
an empirical one. This results in a solution ω̂ ≈ ω∗ whose
quality depends on I, J :

• When both I and J are large, the empirical loss yields a
good approximation of the true one.

• When I is small (e.g., I = 1), but J is large, we can
expect fω̂ to perform well on the training set, but not
to generalize well. It will effectively learn to output the
mean of the yj

1, which is x1.
• When J is small (e.g., J = 2, with different n1

i , n2
i for

each i), fω̂ could overfit the dataset ΩI,J to the point
that we systematically obtain fω̂(y1

i ) = y2
i , fω̂(y2

i ) =
y1
i , ∀i. Yet, a large I (e.g., I = 1000) seems to be

sufficient in preventing overfitting as demonstrated by
Lehtinen et al, [8]. Other factors can be exploited to avoid
overfitting when limited data are available. These include
network architecture, image type, noise type, or a low
number of parameters relative to image size, card(ω)/P ,
with P the number of image pixels [18]. For instance, it
has been shown that U-Net-like networks have a hard
time recreating noise [19].

• When both I and J are small (e.g., I = 1, J = 2), if not
carefully designed, fω would simply learn to map y1

1 to
y2
1, and vice-versa.

The proposed method, i.e., fitting algorithm parameters to a
single image, corresponds to the last extreme case. We argue
that if, instead of a neural network (which can recreate noise),
we use a denoising algorithm Aθ with low card(θ)/P , we
can define:

ĈN2N
y,y′ (θ) := ∥Aθ(y)− y′∥22, x̂N2N := Aθ̂(y), (7)

and have x̂N2N ≈ x∗ (we remind the reader that here, as
for the rest of the paper, θ̂ := argmin Ĉy(θ)). This claim,
consistent with (6), is supported by our numerical experiments
in Section III where we consistently obtain an estimate x̂N2N

of the same quality as the gold standard x∗.
Remark 2: The cost ĈN2N

y,y′ is presented using the L2 norm.
Yet, other distances L can be considered, for instance, to
handle other types of noise as in [8].

Still, N2N requires two independent noisy versions of the
same clean image, which is not very standard in practice.
Thus, we explored alternative ideas that extend the N2N one
such that a single noise realization y per clean image x is
required. They revolve around strategies of renoising y into
z so as to create pairs of noisy images. These ideas and the
corresponding costs and inferences we propose in our context
are described below.

Noisy-as-Clean (NaC) [9]: The underlying idea is to cre-
ate a doubly noisy image z = y+ns, with ns being simulated
noise drawn from the same distribution as n according to (1),
and learn to go from z to y. Inference is then done on regular
noisy images: x̂ = fω̂(y). From the continuity of L, fω , py|x,
pz|y and assuming that the noise is low, the authors in [9] argue
that ω̂ ≈ ω∗. Since fω is continuous, this implies x̂ ≈ x∗.
Building upon this idea, we propose the following scheme:

ĈNaC
y (θ) := E

z
∥Aθ(z)− y∥22, x̂NaC := Aθ̂(y). (8)
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Noisier2Noise (Nr2N) [10]: As in NaC, it also proceeds
by creating a doubly noisy image z = y + ns, with ns

following the same distribution as n according to (1), and
learn to go from z to y. However, it does not require any other
assumptions than the sole additive noise. In particular, it is not
restricted to a low noise level. As such, ω̂ ̸≈ω∗, so inference
cannot be performed on y. It is instead done on z and includes
a correction step: x̂ = 2fω̂(z) − z = E[x|z]. This amounts
to supervised denoising of the image z, which has a higher
noise level than y. To mitigate the effect of this artificially
high noise level, one solution is to lower the variance of ns.
The correction step will then depend on the new variance. For
Gaussian noise, with n ∼ N (0, σ), NaC uses ns ∼ N (0, ασ),
with α ∈]0, 1]. The inference becomes x̂ = (1+α2)fω̂(z)−z

α2 . A
tradeoff has then to be made between a lower simulated noise,
and an amplification of denoising errors due to the α2 division.
Exploiting the Nr2N idea in our context leads to

ĈNr2N
y (θ) := E

z
∥Aθ(z)− y∥22

x̂Nr2N :=
(1 + α2)Aθ̂(z)− z

α2
.

(9)

Recorrupted-to-Recorrupted (R2R) [11]: Here, the au-
thors propose to create two doubly noisy images z1 =
y + DTns and z2 = y − D−1ns, with D being any
invertible matrix and ns drawn from the same distribution as
n, according to (1). Note that for R2R, n is assumed to be
Gaussian. This way, we can write z1 = x+n1, z2 = x+n2,
with n1 and n2 being zero-mean, independent noise vectors.
Training can then be done as in N2N. Yet, as in NaC and
Nr2N, such unsupervised training can be seen as supervised
training with a higher noise level. To deal with this, R2R
uses a Monte-Carlo scheme in inference to limit the effect
of ns: x̂ = 1

M

∑
m fω̂(zm1 ) where the superscript m simply

represents the mth drawing of ns. For our fitting problem (4),
we propose the scheme:

ĈR2R
y (θ) := E

(z1,z2)
∥Aθ(z1)− z2∥22

x̂R2R :=
1

M

M∑
m=1

Aθ̂(z
m
1 ).

(10)

B. Optimization Aspects

To solve Problem (4), we exploit automatic differentiation
to perform gradient descent steps. This implies that Aθ must
be differentiable with respect to θ, or at least subdifferentiable.
For instance, as explained in Section II-C, hard thresholds
need to be replaced with soft thresholds. For ĈNaC, ĈNr2N

and ĈR2R, we approximate Ez by drawing a new random zk

at each iteration k ∈ J1;KK. For initialization, we use a fixed
θ0, found by manually tuning θ for a single image. 1

C. Use case: Denoising via Quantum Interactive Patches

We illustrate our method, without loss of generality, to a
denoiser, denoted DeQuIP (Denoising via Quantum Interac-
tive Patches) [3] which can handle various types of noise.

1Codes and supplementary materials can be found here

It is based on two main concepts of quantum mechanics:
(i) exploits the Schrödinger equation of quantum physics to
construct an adaptive basis, which enables DeQuIP to deal
with various noise models; (ii) treats the image as patches,
and formalizes the self-similarity between neighbor patches
through a term akin to quantum many-body interaction to ef-
ficiently preserve the local structures. Each patch behaves as a
single-particle system, which interacts with other neighboring
patches, thus the whole image acts as a many-body system.
Under a potential V, represented by the image pixel values
[20], the adaptive basis vector ψ describes the characteristics
of a virtual quantum particle with energy E, and satisfies the
non-relativistic stationary Schrödinger equation, written as:

− ℏ2

2m
∇2ψ = −Vψ+ Eψ, (11)

with ℏ being Planck’s constant, m the particle mass, and ∇2

the Laplacian operator. The image-dependent basis is con-
structed from the wave solutions ψi of eq. (11) by plugging
the noisy image y as the potential V of the system. These
wave solutions are oscillating functions with a local frequency
proportional to

√
(E −V)/(ℏ2/2m), thus the frequency is

locally adapted to the image pixels’ values. The exact behavior
of these basis vectors with respect to the potential is deter-
mined by the constant ℏ2

2m , which is a parameter of DeQuIP.
For a more detailed illustration of these oscillating wave
vectors, we refer readers to [20], [21]. Finally, for denoising,
the noisy image y is projected onto this adaptive basis, and the
low-value coefficients are thresholded using a soft threshold:

Υc1,c2(x) =


0 if |α| ≤ c1

c2
c2−c1

x− c1c2
c2−c1

if − c2 ≤ x ≤ −c1
c2

c2−c1
x+ c1c2

c2−c1
if c2 ≥ x ≥ c1

1 elsewhere

The second key idea of DeQuIP is the integration of quan-
tum interaction theory to consider the image as overlapping
patches, where each patch is a single-particle system that
interacts with other patches [3]. The interaction between two
patches A and B is defined as: IAB = p |A−B|

d(A,B)2 with p a
parameter controlling the strength of the interaction term, and
d the euclidean pixel distances between the center of A and B.
This term is designed to promote local self-similarity, based
on the hypothesis that neighboring patches in an image are
likely to be more similar than distant ones.

Therefore, DeQuIP has 4 parameters θ = {− ℏ2

2m , p, c1, c2}
shared across patches.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Material & Data

Implementation is done on PyTorch 1.12.0. We used 180×
180 clean grayscale photographic images, extracted from the
BSD400 dataset, as ground truth.

B. Comparison of Denoised Images

The estimates x̂N2N, x̂NaC, x̂Nr2N, x̂R2R and the gold stan-
dard x∗ are compared in the zero-mean Gaussian noise case
since it is the only case covered by the four proposed schemes.

https://gitlab.com/a_floquet/automatic-tuning-of-denoising-algorithms-parameters-without-ground-truth
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Fig. 1: Exemple of denoising results. The upper scripts of x̂ refer to the corresponding method; x∗ and x denote respectively
the result for the supervised (gold standard) approach and the ground-truth.

Fig. 2: Comparison of the proposed strategies with the gold
standard x∗. The average performance and standard deviation
is computed over 35 test images.

We report on Fig. 2 the average performance (measured by
output PSNR) and standard deviation over 35 test images
as a function of the input PSNR. Examples of noisy and
denoised images are presented in Fig. 1. We see, both in metric
and visually, that x̂N2N and x̂R2R achieve the gold standard
performance x∗. As expected given the assumptions it relies
on, x̂NaC yields better results when noise is low enough (i.e.,
high PSNR), but still underperforms. Finally, x̂Nr2N does not
perform as well as the other unsupervised methods.

C. Poisson Noise Denoising

As DeQuIP can deal with various noise models, we present
in Fig. 3 Poisson noise denoising results, where we can
observe that x̂N2N is similar to x∗. We used ĈN2N because
of its performances, and its capacity to handle Poisson noise.

Fig. 3: Poisson noise denoising.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a method for the automatic tuning of
denoising algorithm parameters, leveraging only the noisy
measurements targeted for enhancement. Specially, we in-
troduced several cost functions and inference schemes, two
of which yielded results comparable to those obtained with
ground truth-tuned parameters.
However, our method comes with certain limitations. The
first one arises when only a single noisy image is available,
requiring the noise to follow a zero-mean Gaussian distribu-
tion. For other types of noise, two independent noisy versions
are needed. The second limitation is the need to resolve an
optimization problem that involves differentiating the denois-
ing algorithm with respect to its parameters. Although this
can be achieved using a simple backpropagation, it can be
computationally expensive.
Moving forward, there are potential avenues for exploration.
For algorithms A that cannot replicate the identity function,
exploring unsupervised losses inspired by Noise2Self [22]
and [23] could be fruitful, given their advantage of using
a single noise realization y without renoising it. Another
idea worth exploring is the extension of our method to other
inverse problems such as image deblurring or super-resolution,
possibly building on [24], [25].
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